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Section 38 Roofing materials 
 

Cross-references to Digital Supplement in red 
Cross-references to Printed Synthesis in brown 

 
 

Roofing materials introduction and overview 
 

Evelyn Baker  
 
Evidence for roofing materials was patchy, the best belonging inevitably to the 
later periods. In a situation where organic material has not survived, organic 
roofs have been inferred by negative evidence, and it is assumed that the 
earliest roofs could not have been made of fired clay anyway. If there was no 
direct evidence for roofing tiles of stone or clay that should not be considered 
intrusive, there has been an assumption that the roof was protected by organic 
material, probably either wood or thatch, though furze is a possibility. It was not 
possible in most cases to determine whether the roof was made of wooden 
shingles, thatch, or possibly turf, though the latter would require a strong 
structure; if thatch, then reed or long straw was used, still currently the 
traditional material for Bedfordshire. The question also, in the absence of iron 
nails, is whether a shingle roof might be attached with wooden pegs. Pegs could 
also have been used for attaching clay and stone roof tiles, though some of the 
clay tiles have holes that could only have carried narrow metal spikes. If any of 
the grander, masonry structures had been roofed with lead, this would have 
been recycled without trace. [38.01] summarises roofing materials by period and 
Structure. 
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38.01 Diagram of roofing materials in date and Structure order; some buildings had 

their roof material changed, notably S16 and S31. Clay tile roofs began to appear 
in phase 5.3  

 
Some cognisance has been made of probable roof shape to determine which 
was the more likely, and it has been assumed that flimsy buildings with no 
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evidence of any stone or clay tile were probably roofed with thatch or possibly 
even furze. A few diagnostic pieces such as gutter, ridge, or hip tiles were found 
and their association with structures is shown in [38.02, 38.03]. Thatch required 
a pitch of about 50º, clay tiles and thin stone at least 45º, and thicker stone 
slates a minimum of 35º (Brunskill 1994, 60). Brunskill says that ‘hipped roofs 
are generally unsuitable for low pitch or large or boldly shaped roofing 
materials’ (ibid). A roof had to be strong enough to carry the weight of snow or 
rain on or in the material. 
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38.02 Chart showing tile fabrics and forms by structure. The form types are Flat, Ridge, 
Hipped, and Gutter (Slowikowski) 
 
The simplest roofs (couple-close roof) comprised a pair of rafters rising from 
wall plates and meeting at a halved or tenoned joint at the apex of a steeply 
pitched roof over a narrow span. For longer spans some intermediate bracing 
was required in terms of aisle posts or partition walls. As in the aisled barn at 
Wycollar, Lancashire, these may not be readily detectable; within the stone 
curtain, the aisle posts had clearly been decaying and repaired over the years, 
and rested upon one to four vertically rising post pads as the timber was 
gradually cut away (Brunskill 1994, 71, fig 24). There would have been a variety 
of carpentry techniques in the carpenter’s repertoire to overcome problems, 
concealed or visible, simple or elaborate according to the status and function of 
the building. The carpentry at La Grava must be a matter of conjecture. 

 
Base crucks are mostly believed to be 14th century, and  

are found in buildings of high status such as monastic tithe barns and 
manorial halls. They seem to be restricted to the Midlands of England, to 
North Yorkshire, to Montgomery, and to South West England.  
(Brunskill 1994, 70)  
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‘Muntin and plank’ partition were made of alternating thick and thin planks 
rising from a floor level timber sill, the thicker ones grooved to receive the 
thinner ones. 

We take for granted half-timbered wall construction as the obvious and 
economical way of using the available material but we are only gradually 
coming to appreciate the significance of mud and stud construction, the 
poor relation of what might have originated as an elite construction 
technique. (Brunskill 1994, 84) 

 

Structure 
Start 
date 

End 
date 

Tile fabrics 

 1 2 3 4 9 5 6 7 8 10 
82 4 4           

7 4 5.2           

8 5.1 5.2           

18 5.1 5.2           

26 5.2 5.2           

15   (r) 5.1 5.3           

13 5.2 5.3           

20   (r) 5.2 5.3           

24 5.2 5.3           

21   (r) 5.3 5.3           

66   (r) 5.4 5.4           

34 5.2 5.5           

77 5.2 5.5           

32 5.3 5.5           

57 5.5 5.5           

86 5.1 5.6           

33   (h) 5.2 5.6           

37   (r) 5.3 5.6           

42   (r) 5.3 5.6           

51   (r) 5.3 5.6           

36   (r) 5.1 6.1           

54   (r) 5.1 6.1           

62   (r) 5.2 6.1           

53 5.3 6.1           

55 5.3 6.1           

59   (r) 5.3 6.1           

16   (r) 5.1 6.1–6.2           

17   (g, h, r) 5.1 6.1–6.2           

19   (h, r) 5.2 6.1–6.2           

23   (h, r) 5.2 6.1–6.2           

27   (h, r) 5.2 6.1–6.2           

28   (h, r) 5.3 6.1–6.2           

29   (h) 5.3 6.1–6.2           

35 5.3 6.1–6.2           

50   (r) 5.3 6.1–6.2           

41   (r) 5.4 6.1–6.2           

31   (g) 5.3 6.2           

38   (r) 5.3 6.2           

63   (r) 6.1 6.2           

64 6.1 6.2           

68 6.2 6.2           

65 6.1 7           

 
38.03 Table of tile fabrics by Structure (contexts which have not been allocated to 

construction, use or destruction have been omitted); where contexts have been 
recorded as being linked across two structures, the tile is recorded within the first 
Structure; structures are in chronological order. Tone indicates the tile types 
which are thought to be contemporary with the final phase of the Structure 
(Slowikowski) 

 
There was a noticeable development from earth-fast timber construction to one 
involving framing and with self-sustaining structures independent of the ground 
on which they sat. Not all the phases in this development have been ascertained 
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but stages at each end have been studied and excavation and speculation will 
presumably fill the gaps.  

We take for granted that roofs will be supported by timber roof trusses, 
yet the roofs of barns and domestic buildings were often supported by 
walls or buttresses or arches located for that purpose. (Brunskill 1994, 
84) 
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Cruck construction 
seems to have materialised fully developed, remained in maturity for 
several centuries and then swiftly declined, disappeared or changed into 
other carpentry techniques. Efforts to provide antecedents have so far 
proved to be unconvincing. (Brunskill 1994, 84) 

 
 

Roof materials by Period 
 
While the sampling strategy could not be carried out consistently on site, 
complete tiles and samples of any forms varying from ordinary flat, and glazed 
examples were kept. Distribution plots of roof tile forms can therefore be 
accepted as being a reliable indicator of what survived, and quantities and 
distributions may be confirmed by detailed, coloured site drawings. While some 
very small amounts of residual ceramic material were found in association with 
some structures earlier in the sequence, we can be generally confident that 
roofing material other than organic first appears with S16 which may have been 
stone clad in early phase 5.1. This structure was also one of the first buildings 
on site to be roofed in clay tiles in phase 5.3; a further ten structures had tile 
roofs at this juncture. Tables showing residual or associated material may be 
found in the archive. 
 
 
Phase 3.1 Saxon, c 6th century 
Structures 1–6, 89, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 105 
All buildings assigned to this period had organic roofs, probably thatch 
 
Phase 3.2 Saxon, later 6th or 7th century 
Structures 67, 87, 89, 90, 91 
Five organic roofs 
 
Phase 4.1 Mid-11th century or possibly earlier 
Structures 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 82, 83, 84, 88, 97 
Of these ten buildings, nine had organic roofs, probably thatched, and the tenth, S15, 
was almost certainly not roofed 
 
Phase 4.2 Late 11th century 
Structures 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 82, 83, 84, 97 
Of ten buildings each had an organic roof except for bridge S15 
 
Phase 4.3 Early 12th century 
Structures 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15 
Seven buildings with organic roofs 
 
Phase 5.1 Early/middle to late 12th century 
Structures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 25, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 86 
Twenty-two buildings were definitely standing at some time during this period. 
Organic roofs are inferred for all except S15 (unroofed) and S16 that may have been 
tiled with stones. See distribution pattern of stone slates [39.03]. 
 
Phase 5.2 Late 12th to c 1200 
Structures 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 33, 40, 51, 95, 96, 103, 106 
Of the structures definitely standing at this time, S16 appeared to retain its stone 
roof and similar roofing material was used in the roof construction of major 
masonry structure S19 and gate S33. See distribution chart [39.03]. Two bridges S15 
and S26 were probably unroofed, and the all the others may be reckoned to be 
organic. 
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Phase 5.3 Early to mid-13th century 
Structures 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 76, 77, 78, 81, 93, 94, 95, 96, and possibly 24 
Up to 37 structures were identified. Of these, eight were probably not roofed: 
bridges S26, 32, 93, 94, 95, 97, two agricultural structures S37 and S52 had no 
evidence for roofs and were probably organic. Of the remaining buildings only S16, 
S19, and S31 retained their probable stone roofs, though S16 appeared to be 
reroofed in ceramic tile half way through the period when it was partly rebuilt to 
extend it. Eleven structures were new built with ceramic tile roofs: S27, 28, 29, 31, 39, 
43, 45, 47, 50, 52, 81. S44 was a wall topped with tile. The remainder had organic 
roofs: S22, 30, 34, 35, 36, 40, 44, 46, 48, 49, 51 with possibly S24. 
 
Phase 5.4 Mid- to late 13th to mid-14th centuries 
Structures 16, 17, 19, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 and possibly 34, 45, 46, 48, 57, 78, 79, 80, 81, 94, 95 
Thirty-nine structures were standing during this period, with a further possible five 
continuing from P5.3 (S34, 45, 46, 78) and one possibly beginning (S57). Two 
buildings only had stone tile roofs, S19 and S33. Organic roofs covered S17, 30, 35, 
40, 41, 51, 52, 56, and also those of a further four (S34, 46, 48 and S78) if they lasted 
into the period. S37 was reroofed in ceramic tile half way through the period, 
bringing the number of clay tile roofs to thirteen (S27, 28, 29, 31, 39, 42, 43, 44, 47, 
50, 55, 54). Bridges are assumed to be open to the sky. 
 
Phase 5.5 Mid- to late 14th century 
Structures 16, 17, 19, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 77, 79, 81, 93, 94, 95. 
Thirty-seven structures were standing during P5.5. Of these, ten probably had 
organic roofs (S30, 35, 36, 40, 50, 52, 56, 57, 59, 79), the bridges were unroofed and 
the other fifteen roofs were of clay tile (S16, 17, 19, 23, 27, 28, 29, 31, 37, 38, 39, 43, 
41, 42, 44, 47, 50, 51, 54, 81). Two of these, S38 and S57, changed from organic to 
clay tile half way through the phase, and similarly S19 changed from stone to clay 
tile at the beginning of the period. S33 saw a further change from stone to organic 
half way through the period. 
 
Phase 5.6 Late 14th to mid-15th century 
Structures 16, 17, 19, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 50, 51, 52, 
53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 62, 63, 79, 81, 95, 101 and possibly S27, 39, 40, 47, 52, 57, 60, 
61. 
Possibly 41 buildings were standing at one time. Twenty-eight buildings were 
definitely standing during P5.6, and a further thirteen may have been. Seven 
structures had organic roofs (S30, 33, 35, 36, 56, 59, 79), and twenty had clay tile 
roofs (S16, 17, 19, 23, 31, 50, 43, 44, 28, 29, 30, 38, 51, 55, 42, 54, 41, 62, 63, 81). Of 
the possibles, three structures S27, 47, 60 had clay tile roofs, and five structures S40, 
52, 61, 79, 101 had organic roofs. 
 
Phase 6.1 Mid- to late 15th to mid- to late 16th centuries 
Structures 16, 28, 29, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38, 41, 56, 43, 28, 29, 38, 41, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65).  
[Editor’s note: some text appears to be missing here.] 
The remaining five were organic (S33, 36, 66, 67, 68). Of the possibles, six had clay 
tile roofs (S19, 31, 50, 44, 51, 54) and three had organic (S35, 40, 61). 
 
Phase 6.2 Late 16th century onwards 
Only two buildings were certainly standing, S16 and S38, which had clay tile roofs. 
Several others may have survived into the beginning of the period; three buildings 
with organic roofs (S30, 33, 36) and one with clay tile S29. 
 
Period 7 Late 17th century onwards 
Only S16 lasted certainly into this latest period, still roofed in clay tile. S38, also 
roofed in clay tile may have stood for a time. 
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Stone roofing material is discussed in [39].
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Ceramic roof tile 

A M Slowikowski 

 
Large quantities of ceramic roof tile were found including whole collapsed roofs. 
There were no facilities on or off site for dealing with such large quantities 
while the excavations were in progress so only samples were kept from each 
context. Examples of each different type, including those with holes, imprints, or 
glaze were kept. The sampling procedure was carried out unevenly across the 
site and the only record kept of the types and quantities of tile discarded is in 
photographs and on detailed drawings. The presence or absence of each type 
can be determined, and the general idea of densities is clear from the site 
records. 

 
Three fabric groups were defined: calcareous, clay pellet tempered, and sandy, 
consisting of ten types, described below. Because of the incompleteness of the 
sample, no quantification was carried out, although the tiles are recorded by 
type within contexts. [38.04] summarises the incidence of tile fabric types by 
phase. 
 

 Tile fabrics 
Period Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 5 2  1    1 1   
4 29 10  2 6 1 5 1 3  1 
5 875 187 1 6 126 75 251 24 149 30 26 
6 2919 487 4 82 114 626 1128 82 239 47 110 
7 500 26 5 3 7 262 148 17 14 11 7 
Total 4328 712 10 94 253 964 1532 125 406 88 144 

 
38.04 Table giving the incidence of tile fabric types by phase. The fragment count is of 

the sample retained and should be seen as an indication only of the relative 
quantity of each type and should not be read as the true number found on site 
which was much greater  

 
Two abraded fragments of Roman tegulae were found residual in later contexts. 
They indicate only that Roman activity occurred somewhere in the vicinity. 
 

Fabric descriptions 

 
Calcareous-tempered group 

 
Type 1 Blue-grey type  
Orange to light brown surfaces with light blue-grey core, usually fairly wide. Fairly hard 
and smooth, although there are examples that are very highly fired, possibly by accident. 
These highly-fired examples are usually reduced to grey throughout. Predominant 
inclusions are crushed limestone fragments, occasionally almost totally leached out 
leaving voids in the fabric, varying in size 0.3mm–1.0mm. Occasional shell fragments are 
present. Sub-angular quartz, 0.1mm–0.3mm, and hard, black inclusions, smooth and 
rounded, 0.1mm–0.3mm, possibly iron ore, are present in moderate quantities. A lead 
glaze is found only on the lower third of the tile. It is a light green colour, but can be 
darker and glossier on the highly-fired examples. Thickness of the tile can vary, with 
occasional thinning out towards the centre; average 8–10mm. Frequently, air or moisture 
have caused the tile to explode in the kiln, leaving a bubble in the tile. These tiles are 
quite useable but may have been sold as seconds. Any flaws would not have been visible 
from ground level and the function of the tile would not have been impaired. Bubbles are 
particularly frequent on the highly-fired examples. Similar in superficial appearance to 
tiles from Lyveden/Stanion (P Blinkhorn, pers comm), although oolitic limestone 
dominates the Lyveden/Stanion tiles and is absent from the La Grava tiles. The 
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Lyveden/Stanion tiles are dated, like the pottery industry, to the 13th century. Shelly tile 
was found at Walton, Aylesbury, in association with late 12th-century material (Farley 
1976, 252). A comparable date is suggested for the La Grava material, probably 
continuing well into the 13th century.  

 
Type 2 Vesicular type  
Light buff-brown to orange-brown surfaces, with a dense dark-grey core, usually fairly 
thick but it can peter out into a thin blue-grey line that eventually disappears. Fairly hard, 
smooth fabric with a distinctly soapy feel to the surface. Characterised by large voids 
throughout the fabric, up to 2mm, hence the term ‘vesicular’. These may have been 
caused by calcareous matter leaching or burning out, and are lined with a powdery, off-
white substance that does not react with 10% dilute hydrochloric acid. Only unglazed 
examples were found. Thickness averaged 10.0mm. Possibly late-medieval or post-
medieval in date. 

 
Clay pellet tempered group 

 
Type 3 Clay pelletted type.  
Orange, through brown to grey-brown in colour. Core is red or grey, often streaked with 
white. Fairly coarse, soft fabric with distinct rounded grog or clay pellets, off-white or 
buff in colour, varying in size from 1.0mm to 5.0mm. Frequent rounded dark red 
inclusions, possibly iron ore, occur. Moderately well-sorted quartz is also present, sub-
rounded, 0.3mm–0.5mm, predominantly pink in colour, although clear quartz is also 
present. The tiles are patchily glazed on the lower part, dark green or light brown in 
colour. Many examples have the edges of their upper surfaces smoothed with a tool, 
about 40mm wide, leaving a band of smoothing in the clay. It is not perfectly smooth, nor 
as striated as a comb. Possibly a wooden spatula-like instrument was used. There is 
documentary evidence for the purchase of ‘strakes’, possibly wooden implements for 
scraping off surplus clay (Lewis 1987, 11). Average tile thickness is 10mm. Possibly 13th 
century at the earliest. 

 
Type 4 Clay pellets with limestone.  
Orange to grey-brown in colour. Fairly coarse, soft fabric, in appearance similar to Type 3. 
The same clay pellets are present, but in addition there are also crushed, rounded, 
limestone inclusions, visually similar to the clay pellets, but only distinguishable when 
tested with acid. The lumps can be very large, up to 6mm. This may not be a separate 
type but a variation of Type 3, and therefore possibly 13th century in date. 

 
 

Sandy group 
 
Type 5 Sandy glazed type  
Orange-red to dark brown with occasional dark grey core. A good cover of thick glaze on 
the lower part of the tile, varying in colour from light brown to dark brown-purple, 
almost black. The glaze is occasionally patchy, green in colour, blending into brown. Tiles 
are of an even thickness, 15mm. Moderately well sorted quartz occurs, rounded and 
usually milky although some clear examples are also present. Moderate amounts of 
rounded, dark red inclusions also occur; these vary in size, 0.4mm–0.7mm, and may be 
iron ore. Rounded off-white to buff clay pellets are also present in very small quantities. 
Thirteen tiles of this type have distinctive circular or semi-circular impressions stamped 
into their upper, glazed surface [38.08]. Diameters varied from 16mm to 23mm, averaging 
18mm. Depths and evenness varied. The tiles were fired on their edges, with glaze 
running into the impressions, indicating that they were not caused by anything whose 
function was to separate one glazed tile from another.  
 
These marks are not known elsewhere in the country, although there were regulations 
laid down, for example in Worcester in 1467, for the marking of tiles with makers’ marks 
to distinguish the source of faulty tiles (Moorhouse 1988, 34; Fagan 2004). These 
impressed tiles were scattered randomly over the site and did not appear to be 
associated with any particular building. They are probably contemporary and possibly 
come from one batch. Their dating is uncertain but at Walton, Aylesbury, sand-tempered 
tiles without any impressions are  
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described as ‘ubiquitous’ from the 13th century onwards (Farley 1976, 252). By 
comparison with tiles from Walton, Aylesbury, these tiles are probably later than the 
calcareous tempered  
types. Calcareous-tempered pottery ceased to be of any great importance from the mid-
13th century and it can be supposed that sand took over from calcareous temper in tiles 
at about the same time. A suggested date is late 13th–15th centuries. 
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Type 6 Sandy unglazed type 
The unglazed, plain sandy tiles had some variation in the fabric, although all were orange 
to orange-brown in colour, and had a high sand content. Moderately well-sorted quartz, 
0.3mm–0.5mm, is present, both milky and clear. Tiny fragments of red inclusions also 
occur; they are 0.1mm or less, although some larger fragments, up to 4mm, also occur. An 
occasional thin grey core may be present. Textures varied from fairly smooth to rough, 
but not harsh, due to grits protruding through the surface. Tile thickness averaged 
12mm. Very rarely, large flint fragments may be incorporated into the fabric.  
Variant 
One very thick example occurred, 21mm thick, totally reduced to grey throughout, very 
hard fired with a slightly darker grey core. There are many voids in the fabric, giving the 
appearance of coke, possibly due to over-firing. The dating of this type is uncertain; a 
post-medieval date, possibly 16th or 17th century, when glazed tiles were no longer 
popular, is not unlikely. 

 
Type 7 Vitrified  
Very hard, almost vitrified, brick red to purple throughout, with purple-brown surfaces, 
but can be purple all the way through. All inclusions have almost fused, but quartz is still 
distinguishable. It is well sorted, sub-angular and 0.1mm–0.3mm in size. No other 
inclusions are visible. Usually unglazed but patches of white glazing occur due to the 
reaction of the silica in the clay to the high temperature. This is probably a harder fired 
version of the sandy types, but has been allocated to a separate type due to the apparent 
deliberate nature of its firing to achieve the appropriate colour and hardness. 
Thicknesses are within the range for tiles of Type 5, 8mm–10mm. Dating is uncertain, but 
possibly late medieval or post-medieval. 
 
Type 8 Brick-red harsh  
Fairly soft and harsh to the touch; a sandy, slightly underfired fabric, whose surfaces rub 
off with the fingers. Colours vary from deep brick red to grey brown. Inclusions are quite 
fine; sparse, sub-rounded-rounded quartz varies in size 0.1 - 0.5mm. Other inclusions are 
frequent, small, rounded red and black fragments, possibly iron ore, and very occasional 
lumps of off-white clay varying in size 0.5mm–5mm. Thicknesses vary, with some up to 
21mm–22mm. Dating is uncertain, but possibly late medieval or post-medieval. 

 
Type 9 Potterspury 
Hard, sandy with brown surfaces and slightly lighter brown margins. The core is very 
distinctive, a dark grey colour, like the pottery, Type C10 [54]. Quartz is moderately well 
sorted, 0.3mm–0.5mm, sub-angular, sub-rounded. Possible iron ore occurs in the form of 
rounded dark red or black inclusions, 0.2mm–0.5mm but occasional larger lumps occur, 
up to 2mm. There is a background of tiny white calcareous inclusions, rounded and 
approximately 0.1mm or less in size. Only unglazed examples were found. If the dating 
for the pottery stands for the tile, a date within the 13th–14th century can be suggested. 
 

Type 10 Gault 
Off-white to light grey in colour, fairly smooth fabric; hard fired, when it is the same 
colour throughout, or can be softer fired when it has a light pink core. A fine-textured 
fabric with few visible inclusions. Quartz, angular to sub-angular, 0.1mm–0.3mm, and 
rounded dark red and black inclusions, possibly iron ore, are present in small quantities. 
Average thickness is 10mm. This type originates in the gault clay area running through 
the south of Bedfordshire, and through the neighbouring counties. Medieval floor tiles 
and post-medieval bricks have also used this clay source. It is a fabric that requires great 
skill in its use due to the large amounts of lime occurring naturally within it. To produce 
the white colour a carefully-controlled reducing atmosphere had to be achieved during 
the firing, otherwise the resulting tiles would be coloured red or blue-grey, due to the 
rapid vitrification caused by the lime (Cox 1979, 33). Dating of the use of this type at La 
Grava is uncertain due to the longevity of the sources, but their predominance in 
structures which went out of use in the late medieval to early post-medieval periods 
(P6.1–6.2) suggests that they may be 15th century or later. 
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Form descriptions 

 
Ridge tiles 

 
All ridge tiles, whether glazed or plain, were kept. Few were found complete, 
suggesting that whole ones were deliberately removed from the roof for reuse 
elsewhere. 
 
There is documentary evidence for the use of ceramic ridge tiles with roofing 
material of different types (Moorhouse 1988, 49). Archaeological evidence 
comes from the excavations at the Knight Templars’ Preceptory at Skelton, West 
Yorkshire (Wrathmell, pers comm), where a stone roof was surmounted by 
ceramic ridge tiles. Different roof coverings require varying roof angles, steep 
angles for thatch, shallow for stone (Clifton-Taylor 1972,140, 272, 340). The 
angles of all ridge tiles from La Grava were measured to determine if there were 
significant differences which might indicate the roof covering used. Angles 
varied between 30º and 45º, but as tiles were shaped by bending them over a 
standard form, the angles may have no significance. They could easily have 
been used on all roof types, using mortar to cement in the gaps at the ridge. The 
most common angles were 40º–42º, the minimum requirement for a clay tiled 
roof, indicating the probability that different materials were not used on the 
same roof. 

Both plain glazed and decorated types occurred only in Type 5 [38.05/2–6], 
dating them to the 13th century at the earliest. Knife-cut coxcomb-type crests 
are dated to the late 13th century and are found with some variations all over 
the country (Hurst 1962–3, 146). Decoration is in the form of a crest applied to 
the top of the ridge with circular [38.05/4] or rectangular [38.05/5] cut-outs in 
the side.  

 
Two types of ridge tile were found, those that surmounted a gabled roof, both 
plain and decorated [38.05/1–6], and those that sat on the ridges of hipped roofs 
[38.06/7–9]. Hipped ridge tiles had signs of mortar on their lower parts, 
indicating that the tiles overlapped each other to give a ‘granny bonnet’ look to 
the ridges. All hipped ridge tiles were plain and unglazed and in Type 6 fabric. 
Dating is uncertain although a date in the early post-medieval period is 
suggested, possibly 16th or 17th century. 
 

Gutter tiles 

 
Four tile fragments were found at La Grava which could be mistaken for ridge 
tiles. They are exactly the same shape except that the outer surface is rough and 
the hollow surface is smooth and glazed. These may have been used either as 
gutter or valley tiles. Their use as valley tiles is improbable because of the 
presence of lead flashing fragments on the site, a material which was more 
flexible than ceramic. [38.06/10] was almost certainly used as a gutter tile; the 
holes bored into its long side were for attachment with nails. The small quantity 
of these tiles found on the site suggests deliberate reuse in buildings elsewhere. 
Occurring in Type 5, they probably date to the late medieval period. Few 
examples from archaeological contexts have been published but they are 
frequently referred to in medieval documents (Moorhouse 1988, 34). 
 

Flat tiles 

 
The largest quantity of ceramic tile fragments came from flat roof tiles. Both 
glazed and unglazed examples were found, the glazed types occurring in a 
variety of colours, green being the most common on Type 1 tiles, light or dark 
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brown on Type 5 tiles, and purple or black on Type 7 tiles. There is documentary 
evidence elsewhere in the country for the purchase of tiles from different 
sources, to be used on the same roof (Moorhouse 1988, 39). The presence of 
different-coloured tiles, particularly of the same fabric type, suggests that they 
may have been used together to form geometric patterns on the roof similar to 
those on the surviving medieval roof at the Hospice de Beaune in Burgundy, 
France. It was not possible, however, to tell which, if any, of the roofs had been 
decorated in this way. Fourteen of the roof tiles had mortar on their broken 
edges, suggesting that there was either some repair needed to the roof, or the 
broken roof tiles were reused elsewhere, perhaps in a wall. Types 6 and 7 roof 
tiles, including a fragment of a ridge tile, were found, used in the construction of 
a hearth SS40 in S41, the southern courtyard [30.10]. Other tiles were used as 
drain linings, possibly from dismantled roofs on the site or elsewhere.  

 
Roofs on buildings were not the only place where ceramic tiles might be used. It 
was common practice in the medieval period to cover tops of daubed boundary 
or garden walls with thatch, stone, or tiles to protect them from the weather.  

 
It is difficult to know how long a clay tiled roof was expected to last. There are 
records of complaints in the 15th century that clay tiles were only lasting four or 
five years instead of the 40 or 50 years expected (Salzman 1952, 230). It is 
unlikely that this was a reasonable expectation, and repairs were certainly 
carried out regularly, especially to the exposed ridge line. 

 
Attachment of the tiles at La Grava was made by wooden pegs or nails, through 
a hole bored in the tile pre-firing. The peg attachment is well established by the 
13th century (Drury 1981, 127). Wooden pegs were the most common in the 
medieval period; they were easy to prepare and readily available but had the 
disadvantage of needing constant attention and replacement. In the north, 
upland Yorkshire and the Lake District, sheep rib bones were used due to the 
scarcity of wood and their easy availability (M Davies-Shiel, pers comm). 
Although sheep farming was a major concern at La Grava, there would have been 
enough wood available for a supply of pegs. Iron nails, some identified as 
roofing nails, were found on the site, but never in large quantities [40.02, 40.03]. 
Either they were rarely used at La Grava or were reused when the roofs 
collapsed or were dismantled. Although Salzman (1952, 235) claims that they are 
not chronologically later, it is likely that, as metal was more widely used in the 
later medieval period, nails replaced wooden pegs due to the advantage of their 
longevity. Choice, however, would have depended on cost. There is documentary 
evidence that nails were the preferred form of attachment for hip or ridge tiles 
(Cox 1979, 9). 
 

The holes bored into the tiles were, with four exceptions, round. Single examples 
of flat tiles of Type 7 [38.07/16] and Type 9 [38.07/17] had square holes, as did 
two examples of Type 6 ridge tiles from hipped roofs [38.06/8, 9]. It has been 
suggested that round holes were made for use with wooden pegs, and square 
holes were for nails (Baker and Hassall 1979a, 255), although either could be 
equally interchangeable. They do not differ greatly in size at La Grava.  

A single example was found of a tile with nib attachment [38.07/20] in Type 6. 
This is not a traditional form in the area, and may be chronologically earlier. 
Nibbed tiles precede peg tiles except in certain areas where they continue in use 
into the post-medieval period (Lewis 1987, 7–8). One Type 6 tile had three holes 
bored in it [38.07/15], all pre-firing. The central hole was bored from the lower 
surface, possibly in error; the two outer holes were bored from the upper 
surface.  

A possibly misplaced pre-firing peg hole is found on a Type 5 tile [38.07/18]. 
Most holes were bored pre-firing, but there is one that was drilled after the tile 
had been fired, from the upper surface [38.07/19]. Its purpose was probably to 
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take a peg in such a position that the vertical rafter would not interfere with the 
hanging of the tiles (Moorhouse 1988, 35). 

All complete flat tiles, or those with calculable dimensions, were retained from 
the site. Fragments whose widths could be measured outnumbered those whose 
whole lengths survived. Widths varied from 153mm (6in) to 202mm (8in), while 
lengths varied from 264mm (10⅜in) to 305 (11 7/8in), with the largest number 
of examples in the range 180mm–182mm (about 7⅛in) for widths, and in the 
range 283mm–287mm (11¼in) for lengths. 

Customary measures varied throughout the country, and there was an absence 
of standardisation. In 1477 it was declared that a statutory size would be 
required for flat roof tiles: width was to be 6¼in, length 10 ½ n and depth ⅝ in 
(17 Edward IV, c iv). The fact that these requirements were frequently repeated 
indicates that they were largely ignored. Habits died hard in the medieval 
period. With the exception of three tiles, the sizes of those found at La Grava are 
all larger than the statutory size, both in width and length. The average depth is 
about ⅜ in, thinner than the statutory requirement. There are some exceptions 
among Types 6 and 8; depths of 21mm–22mm (about ⅞ in) were recorded, 
thicker than the statutory requirement. A single particularly thin tile of Type 9 
was found, which measured 6mm (¼in), less than half the required depth.  

Most flat tiles were regular rectangular shapes, with the exception of [38.07/13, 
14] which are slightly narrower at the top end. Catalogue 13 appears to have 
rounded top corners. A similar shaped corner is found on [38.07/24] although it 
is probable that this was a bottom rather than a top corner. Although the peg 
holes are missing, its position can be assumed from the presence of glaze which 
is only found on the lower part of the tile. 
 
 

Manufacture 
 
The 1477 statute laid down specific requirements for methods of preparation. 
Like the size requirements, they were probably ignored and local customs 
prevailed. Evidence of the methods of manufacture is found in tool marks 
around the edges of tiles of Type 3; these are not found on other types. Coarse 
sand was the usual way of preventing the clay from sticking to the frame, and 
remains can be found on all types of tile. The tiles were laid out to dry before 
firing, probably in open-sided sheds, giving access to animals and children, who 
left their footprints in the surfaces of the tiles. Cats and dogs were the cause of 
the largest number of prints, although there was also the print of a fox’s paw 
and a child’s foot on two tiles of Type 6 (Lawrence and Brown 1974; Bouchner 
1982). The size of the child’s foot suggests a toddler, possibly the tiler’s child, 
running around barefoot. Several tiles had scars of other tiles on them caused 
during firing [38.07/21–22], and others had glaze drips on their edges indicating 
their position in the kiln. Type 1 tiles were frequently full of blow holes leaving 
surfaces uneven; these may have been sold as seconds. 
 

The presence of possible makers’ marks is illustrated in [38.08]. Other scratches 
and marks were noted, but the majority of these were accidental. One, however, 
which may be deliberate is [38.05/3], a Type 5 ridge tile, with two lines scored 
diagonally across the top. If deliberate, its significance is unknown. 
 

Occurrence of ceramic roof tile on the site 

 
[38.01–38.10] 
With the exception of S42, S50, S59, and S66, all structures with roof tile had flat 
tiles as part of their assemblages. A single ridge tile only was retained from S33; 
there appear to be no flat tiles present. It is likely therefore that this ridge tile 
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originated elsewhere, though there is a possibility that a thatched roof may have 
been surmounted by a clay ridge. Gutter tiles [38.06/10–12] were recovered from 
S17 and S31, both long-lived buildings, continuing into the early post-medieval 
period. Hip tiles were recovered primarily from long-lived buildings [38.06/7–9], 
and, being in unglazed sandy fabric Type 6, may indicate the roof type towards 
the end of their lives. Ridge tiles occur in buildings spanning a number of phases 
[38.05/1–6], usually in association with flat tiles. 
 
The relative occurrence of the different tile types on the site is obscured by the 
large quantities of all types found in late medieval and post-medieval Periods 6 
and 7. It can be suggested that the blue-grey Type 1 and clay pelletted Types 3 
and 4 occur earlier than the sandy glazed and unglazed types. The distribution 
of roof tile shows much intrusion and residuality, although it is possible to make 
certain observations. The long-lived structures S16–S41, which began in the 
medieval period but continued in use until the early post-medieval period, 
mostly appear to have been tiled throughout their lives/periods of use. Tiles of 
all types are found in these structures, ranging from the 13th-century blue-grey 
type, to the post-medieval unglazed sandy and gault clay types. A second group 
of structures S62–S59 are also long-lived and go out of use in the late medieval 
to early post-medieval period. No early tile is found among this group, although 
large quantities of later tiles (Types 5–10) occur. This suggests that in their early 
stages the roofs of these structures were not tiled, but probably thatched, and 
they were only reroofed with clay tiles in the 15th century or later. The 
structures which were constructed and went out of use prior to the 15th century, 
phase 5.6, show no pattern in the distribution of the tile. Those with an absence 
of early tile, eg Structures 32, 34, 37, 42, 57, 86, may have been thatched when 
first built, and only tiled in their final phase. 
 

Flat roof tiles were also reused as drain linings, or set on edge to make hearths; 
see the sections on cut features and sub-structures. 

 

Catalogue of illustrated ceramic roof fittings 
 
 
[38.05/1] 
Type 1 (Blue-grey type)  
Plain ridge tile (T7 C365; unph, 19A) 
 
[38.05/2] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Plain ridge tile (T13 C656.58; CF29; P5.1; S15A) 
 
[38.05/3] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Plain ridge tile with two parallel lines scored diagonally into the top (T13 C/146; Yd 01; 
P6.1–6.2; S27A) 
 
[38.05/4] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Decorated ridge tile surmounted by a crest with circular cut-outs (T6 C110; P6.2; S19A) 
 
[38. 05/5] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type) 
Decorated ridge tile surmounted by a crest with rectangular cut-outs  

 
[38.05/6] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type) 
Fragment of crest decoration from the top of a ridge tile (T6 C22; P6.2; S19A) 
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[38.06/7] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
Ridge tile from hipped roof, with circular peg/nail hole (T13 C490.3; CF30; P5.6; S27A) 
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[38.06/8] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
Ridge tile from hipped roof with rectangular peg/nail hole (P6.2; S29D) 
 
[38.06/9] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
Ridge tile from hipped roof with rectangular peg/nail hole (T6 C22; P6.2; S19A) 
 
[38.06/10] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Gutter tile, glazed internally, with two round nail holes in its long side (T13 C279; P5.3–
6.1; S28) 
 
[38.06/11] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
End of gutter tile, glazed internally (T13 C250; P5.6–6.1; S17D) 
 
[38.06/12] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
End of gutter tile, glazed internally (T13 C32; P6.2; S31) 
 
[38.07/13] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
Flat tile with single round peg/nail hole (T23 C315; unph) 
 
[38.07/14] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
Flat tile with two round peg/nail holes (T13 C385; P5.4; S17) 
 
[38.07/15] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
Flat tile with three round peg/nail holes, the middle one being bored from the lower 
surface (T13 C72; unph) 
 
[38.07/16] 
Type 7 (Vitrified type)  
Part of flat tile with one of probably two peg/nail holes (T7 C537; P6.1; S65) 
 
[38.07/17] 
Type 9 (Potterspury type)  
Flat tile with two rectangular peg/nail holes. Slightly curved surface, possibly caused by 
warping during firing (T13 C1039.15; P6.1; S53A) 
 
[38.07/18] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Fragment of flat tile with pre-firing hole bored at one edge, possibly a misplaced peg/nail 
hole (T13 C121; Yd14; P6.1; S63A) 
 
[38.07/19] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
fragment of flat tile with post-firing hole bored into it from the upper surface (T16 C/20; 
P5.6; S35A) 
 
[38.07/20] 
Type 6 (Sandy unglazed type)  
Fragment of flat tile with nib attachment (T7 C520; P7; S16D) 
 
[38.07/21] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Fragment of flat tile with scars on upper glazed surface possibly caused by props (T6 
C30; P6.1; S19D) 
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[38.07/22] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type) 
Fragment of flat tile with scars on upper glazed surface, possibly caused by another tile  
(T6 C30; P6.1; S19D) 
 
[38.07/23] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Fragment of flat tile with semi-circular impression on upper glazed surface 
 
[38.07/24] 
Type 5 (Sandy glazed type)  
Fragment of flat tile with shaped corner, possibly decorative (T7 C25; unph) 
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The ceramic ventilator 
 

A M Slowikowski 
 
Fifty-three fragments from a ceramic ventilator were found scattered across the 
north part of the northern court. The fabric is Potterspury type (C10), with a 
green glaze applied externally. With the help of S Moorhouse it was possible to 
reconstruct the full profile [4.58=38.10, 4.59, 38.09].  
 

The ventilator was slab-built, rectangular in plan and tapering towards the top. 
The corners were strengthened and decorated with vertical thumbed strips, with 
thumbed strips also added horizontally. All-over, random stabbing is both 
decorative and useful in helping such a heavy object dry out prior to firing. 

The top is missing, but it would have been usual to finish it with an integral 
knob or spike (Dunning 1968, 215). Such a finish was found on the louvre found 
at Ely, with a spike surrounded by three horns (Dunning 1967, 82). A wheel-
thrown finial was found separately from the ventilator. It was made in the same 
Potterspury type fabric, but was slightly finer in texture. This may have 
surmounted the ventilator and its size is entirely consistent with this. It may 
equally have been used as a separate decorative finial, not necessarily on the 
same roof as the ventilator. 

 
The ventilator is of Dunning’s Type 1, a separate structure that fitted onto the 
ridge of the roof by way of a platform into which the ventilator was slotted as 
far as the flange around its base (Dunning 1962, 21). 

 
The La Grava ventilator is very large and would have been an imposing object. 
The dating of the ventilators and louvres found so far falls within the 13th and 
14th centuries. This fits well with the known dating of Potterspury ware, late 
13th–14th centuries. They were used for ventilation, but particularly for the 
escape of smoke or steam-laden air. They would have been used, either in wood 
or ceramic, on the roof of the hall, kitchen, or any other building in which much 
smoke or steam was produced. There is documentary evidence from Essex that 
these ventilators were used on some unexpected buildings. There was one for 
the barn at Hadleigh Castle, as well as the more usual order for the King’s hall at 
Rayleigh Park (Dunning 1966, 80). 
 

The distribution of the fragments indicates its use on a building in the north 
part of the northern court. It would have been a substantial, prestigious 
building, possibly with a central hearth, open to the roof. The majority of 
fragments come from the area north of the prior’s lodgings S19. This was the 
major building in this area, but it has been suggested that it may have had an 
external chimney stack, therefore having no need for a ventilator [4]. The 
interior of the ventilator is quite clean. Lack of sooting suggests that it was not 
used directly above the central hearth, and that its purpose was simple 
ventilation or the escape of steam, indicating that it could well have sat on the 
roof of the prior’s lodging, despite the possible presence of the chimney stack. 
Whatever the use of the building, it was certainly one of some importance. 

Nearly all the pieces are from destruction levels or from yard surfaces Yard 1, 
Yard 5, and Yard 14, associated with S19 [38.10]. The earliest contexts are 
phased to 5.4 and 5.6, the latter being Yard 1. Destruction contexts are phased 
6.1 or later. The ventilator appears, therefore, to have been in use on the roof 
for anything from 50 to 100 years. This is surprising as the object has 
manufacturing flaws. Although the core of the fabric is uniformly grey, oxidation 
can be seen where two pieces have been imperfectly joined. There are also signs 
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of glaze on the cracks, indicating its seepage into cracks during firing. These 
flaws would have weakened the structure and repairs were carried out in the 
form of patching of breaks with mortar. This was successful because the 
ventilator remained on the roof until the buildings were destroyed. The 
ventilator was not removed carefully – it was no longer a fashionable, status 
object by this time – it was simply pushed off the roof, and levelled off with the 
rest of the rubble. 

 
Other buildings where a ventilator would have been necessary, such as the 
kitchens, are well away from the spread of the ventilator fragments. These 
buildings would have had wooden structures on their roofs, possibly with slats 
that could be opened and closed according to the weather. Wooden louvres or 
ventilators are known from the documents. In the 13th century two louvres were 
ordered from a carpenter for the hall at King’s Langley, Hertfordshire (Neal 
1973, 125), and at York, there is a record of a dispute between tilers and 
carpenters as to who should be responsible for the fitting of louvres (Swanson 
1989, 89). The latter record suggests that carpenters were making the louvres 
but tilers felt it was their responsibility to fit them onto the roofs.  
 
Wooden louvres would have been more common than the more expensive 
ceramic type. Each ceramic louvre or ventilator found so far is an individual 
piece. They were made as one-off, special orders, directly for the purchaser. 
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